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Abstract—The essential impediment to apply Cognitive Radio
(CR) technology for spectrum utilization improvement lies in
the uncertainty of licensed spectrum supply. In this paper, we
investigate the joint routing and link scheduling problem of multihop CR networks under uncertain spectrum supply. We model
the vacancy of licensed bands with a series of random variables,
and introduce corresponding link scheduling constraints and flow
routing constraints for such a network. From a CR network
planner/operator’s point of view, we characterize the network
with a pair of (α, β) parameters, and present a mathematical
formulation with the goal of minimizing the required networkwide spectrum resource at the (α, β) level. Given that (α, β) is
specified, we derive a lower bound for the optimization problem
and develop a threshold based coarse-grained fixing algorithm for
a feasible solution. Simulation results show that i) for any (α, β)
level, the proposed algorithm provides a near-optimal solution to
the formulated NP-hard problem; ii) the (α, β) based solution is
better than expected bandwidth based one in terms of blocking
ratio as well as spectrum utilization in CR networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Booming growth of wireless networks and flourish of various wireless services have been witnessed in the past decade.
In parallel with that, current static spectrum allocation policy
of Federal Communications Commission (FCC) [1]–[3] results
in the exhaustion of available spectrum, while a lot of licensed
spectrum bands are extremely under-utilized. Experimental
tests in academia [4], [5] and measurements conducted in
industries [6], [7] both show that many licensed spectrum
blocks are not used in certain geographical areas and are
idle most of the time. Even in the most crowded area near
downtown Washington, DC, where both government and commercial spectrum use is intensive, only 38% of the licensed
spectrum remains occupied and the rest of spectrum resource
(a.k.a., “white space/spectrum hole”) is wasted. These statistics
and studies spur the FCC to open up licensed spectrum bands
and pursue new innovative technologies to encourage dynamic
use of the under-utilized spectrum [1]. As one of the most
promising solutions, cognitive Radio (CR) technology releases
the spectrum from shackles of authorized licenses, and enables
the CR users to opportunistically access to the vacant licensed
spectrum bands in either temporal or spatial domain.
Owing to the quick development of hardware designs, the
advancement of radio technology and the maturity of signal
processing [2], [8], [9], the frequency-agile CR devices are
capable of exploring licensed spectrum bands, reconfiguring
This work was partially supported by the U.S. National Science Foundation
under grants CNS-0916391 and CNS-0721744, and the China 111 Project
under Grant B08038.

RF, switching frequencies across a wide spectrum range,
sending and receiving packets over non-contiguous spectrum
bands, etc. These desirable features of CR technology enable
the CR users to opportunistically use the licensed spectrum
when the primary services are not on, and greatly improve the
utilization of spectrum resource. Consequently, CR technology
promotes its numerous possible applications in various areas,
e.g., military communications, public safety, disaster relief,
search and rescue, environment monitoring and so on.
However, the key obstacle to the employment of multi-hop
CR networks lies in the uncertain licensed spectrum supply [2],
[3], [10]. Since the CR users must evacuate the licensed bands
when primary services are active, the returning of primary
services has significant impact on how to perform opportunistic spectrum accessing (OSA), scheduling and interference
avoidance, and multi-hop multi-path routing in CR networks.
State-of-the-art work on investigating the unpredictable activities of primary services can generally be classified into two
categories: i) spectrum sensing and ii) statistical analysis of
the collected/historical spectrum vacancy/occupancy data.
In spite of the overwhelming waste of sensing time which
can be used for more traffic delivery, individual sensing is
trapped by sensing accuracy since both false alarm probability
and missing detection probability are really high. To overcome
the weakness of individual sensing, cooperative sensing is
proposed to improve the sensing accuracy by grouping CR
users to sense together and share information among the group.
But the trouble is that it is too difficult to synchronize the
CR users in the group sensing simultaneously. In addition,
cooperative sensing has to set up a common channel for information exchange, which will incur enormous communication
overhead. On the other hand, in [4], [6], [7], researchers as
well as engineers try to identify the spectrum supply for
OSA with the statistics of licensed spectrum utilization rather
than attempting to detect the activities of primary services.
They have carried out spectrum measurements, collected and
analyzed the data about spectrum utilization, and summarized
the statistical characteristics of the band vacancy/occupancy in
details. These statistical results contain abundant information
about the activities of primary services and provide a nice
guide to the CR users for OSA.
Resorting to the latter approach dealing with the unpredictable returning of primary services, in this paper, we focus
on the joint routing and link scheduling problem for multihop CR networks under uncertain spectrum supply. Suppose
there is a set of CR sessions characterized by a set of source
destination pairs in the network, and each session has a certain
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rate requirement. Considering its geographical location, each
CR node/user (in the sequel, we use the words node and user
interchangeably) is able to opportunistically access to a set of
licensed bands. The CR network planner/operator may ask an
interesting question: how much bandwidth is at least required
to maintain these CR sessions considering the availability of
spectrum resources at a certain confidence level1 w.r.t. all the
constraints from multiple layers in CR networks. To put it in
another way, in this paper, we are trying to address how we
can perform OSA, link scheduling and multi-hop multi-path
routing so that the required network-wide spectrum resource
is minimized2 , given the fact that the licensed spectrum supply
cannot be guaranteed.
Inspired by the statistics of spectrum bands obtained on
observation and experiments in [4]3 , [6], [7], we novelly
model the uncertain spectrum vacancy of a licensed band (i.e.,
available bandwidth for OSA) as a random variable satisfying
certain distribution. This modeling explicitly distinguishes the
joint routing and link scheduling problem in CR networks
from that in multi-channel multi-radio networks [14]–[17] or
any other wireless networks [18], [19]. The reason is that in
those networks the bandwidth is always regarded as a constant
value. Even compared with prior work in the literature of
multi-hop CR networks [11], [12], [20], the unique feature
of uncertain spectrum supply makes the route selection and
link scheduling in our paper much more challenging as well.
For example, suppose there is a toy CR network consisting
of 4 CR nodes and 3 bands available for OSA. The source
node can choose either the route S-A-D or the route S-BD to deliver traffic as shown in Fig. 1(a). Moreover, assume
the available bandwidth of Band 1 be normally distributed
with N (9, 6), the available bandwidth of Band 2 be uniformly
distributed with U(7, 11), and Band 3 is not the bottleneck for
1 The CR network planner/operator could be a general who intends to
dispatch a squad of marines scattered at enemy territory using CR networks
for communications, an engineer who wants to deploy a CR sensor network
for environment monitoring, etc. Intuitively, the concern of such a planner is
similar to the situation in the stock market, e.g., an investor often asks his
broker how much a stock may increase by 10% at a certain confidence level.
2 We follow the same objective as that in [11], [12], where the so-called
space-bandwidth product defined in [13] is adopted as the performance metric
in the setting of multi-hop CR networks.
3 Chen et al. in [4] carried out a set of spectrum measurements in the 20MHz
to 3GHz spectrum bands at 4 locations concurrently in Guangdong province of
China. They used these data sets to conduct a set of detailed analysis about the
statistics of the collected data, including channel occupancy/vacancy statistics,
channel utilization, also spectral and spatial correlation of these measures.

traffic delivery. An interesting question for the source CR node
is which route is better. The answer is not straight-forward
when the vacant bandwidth of Band 1 and that of Band 2
are represented by random variables. An intuitive solution is
to evaluate the expected value of the available bandwidth,
i.e., to measure which band can support larger flow rate or
accommodate more flows on average4 . In this case, consider
the probability density functions (PDF) of bandwidth for the
two bands, each random variable has an expected value of 9
as shown in Fig.1(b), which makes the first order statistics
based route selection implausible. Furthermore, consider the
toy topology with two sessions in Fig.1(c). Provided that all
those licensed bands offer uncertain spectrum supply to CR
nodes, we must identify how to calculate the sum of random
variable for the link scheduling and routing, which makes this
problem in CR networks even more complex.
To formulate the problem mathematically, we exploit a
pair of (α, β) parameters to characterize the network planner/operator’s concerns about the CR network. Specifically, α
denotes the targeted confidence level for the availability of the
required network-wide spectrum resource, and β denotes the
targeted quality of CR communications. Besides, we demonstrate constraints from multiple layers under the situation that
spectrum supply is uncertain. In particular, we pay special
attention to modeling the unpredictable activities of primary
services, scheduling and interference models, and multi-path
routing constraints. We also dwell on how to integrate the
bandwidth of different bands and calculate the sum of link
capacity, when the vacant bandwidth of every licensed band
is a random variable. We formulate an optimization problem
with the objective of minimizing the required network-wide
spectrum resource at an (α, β) level.
For a fixed pair of (α, β), the formulated optimization
problem falls into a mixed integer non-linear programming
and is proved to be NP-hard [21]. Aiming to derive a feasible
solution, we present a sub-optimal algorithm for the NP-hard
optimization. We first find a lower bound for the objective
by relaxing the integer variables in scheduling and interference constraints. Then, we propose a coarse-grained fixing
algorithm to iteratively determine binary integer variables
exploiting a threshold, where the bandwidth integration and
the sum of link capacity from different bands are computed
using discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and inverse discrete
4 The available bandwidth for OSA can directly be interpreted into link
capacity using Shannon-Hartley theorem as illustrated in Sec. II-C2.
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Fourier transform (IDFT). As long as fixing all the integer
variables, we can determine flow routing variables and solve
the optimization problem. Since the solutions attained by the
coarse-grained fixing algorithm is an upper bound for the
optimization objective, we compare it with the lower bound
we have developed earlier. Simulation results show that (i) the
proposed coarse-grained fixing algorithm is near-optimal for
any (α, β) level; (ii) compared with the expected bandwidth
based solution, the (α, β) based one has better performance in
the sense that it lows down the blocking ratio of CR sessions
and improves the spectrum utilization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the model of spectrum uncertainty and some
other models in CR networks. In Section III, we mathematically describe scheduling and interference constraints and
multi-hop multi-path routing in CR networks. In Section IV,
We illustrate the bandwidth integration, define bandwidth
required at α, and formulate joint routing and link scheduling
as an NP-hard optimization problem. Besides, we find a lower
bound for this optimization problem. In Section V, we develop
a coarse-grained algorithm for a sub-optimal solution. Finally,
we conduct simulations and analyze the performance results
in Section VI, and draw concluding remarks in Section VII.
II. N ETWORK M ODEL
A. Opportunistic Spectrum Accessing
We consider a multi-hop CR network consisting of N =
{1, 2, · · · , n, · · · , N } CR nodes and a set of available licensed
spectrum bands M = {1, 2, · · · , m · · · , M } with unequal size
of bandwidths5 as shown in Fig. 2. Suppose there are a set of
L uni-cast communication sessions among these CR users. Let
s(l)/d(l) denote the source/destination node of session l ∈ L,
and r(l) be the rate requirement of session l. The CR users are
allowed to communicate with each other by opportunistically
accessing to the licensed bands when the primary services
are not active, but they must evacuate from these bands
immediately when primary services become active.
Considering the geographical location of the CR nodes, the
available spectrum bands at one node may be different from
another node in the network. To put it in a mathematical way,
let Mi ⊆ M represent the set of available licensed bands at
node i ∈ N . Mi may be different from Mj , where j is not
equal to i, and j ∈ N , i.e., possibly Mi ̸= Mj .
B. Modeling of Uncertain Spectrum Supply
The unique feature of CR networks is the uncertain spectrum supply from licensed bands, or say, the unpredictable
bandwidth occupancy of primary services. To model this key
feature of CR networks, we make W m denote the unoccupied
bandwidth of licensed band m ∈ M, where W m is a random
variable considering the unpredictable activities of primary
services. As shown in Fig. 2, generally speaking, people [22],
[23] would like to use E(W m ), the first order statistics of
W m [4] to predict the white space. Although this measurement
5 Taking the least-utilized spectrum bands introduced in [12] [19] for
example, we found that the bandwidth between [1240, 1300] MHz (allocated
to amateur radio) is 60 MHz, while bandwidth between [1525, 1710] MHz
(allocated to mobile satellites, GPS systems, and meteorological applications)
is 185 MHz.
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Fig. 2. A schematic illustrating available bandwidth for OSA and unpredictable occupation of primary services in CR networks.

is intuitive and easy to quantify, it ignores so much significant
information w.r.t. the activities of primary services that it may
lead to the failure of traffic delivery between CR nodes as
depicted in the zoomed-in picture of Fig. 2. It should be noted
that the statistical characteristics of W m contain abundant
knowledge about the available bandwidth of band m for CR
users’ opportunistic accessing. For example, assume W m is
normally distributed with E(W m ) = 2 and σW m = 1, i.e.,
W m ∼ N (2, 12 ). Then, the probability that W m ≤ 3 is equal
to 84.1%.
C. Other Related Models
1) Transmission Range and Interference Range: Suppose
all CR nodes use the same power for transmission, and the
power spectral density from the transmitter is Q. A widely
used model [12], [20], [24] for power propagation gain is
gij = d−n
ij ,

(1)

where n is the path loss factor, and dij is the distance
between nodes i and j. We assume that the data transmission
is successful only if the received power spectral density at
the receiver exceeds a threshold QT . Meanwhile, we assume
interference becomes non-negligible only if it produces a
power spectral density over a threshold of QI at the receiver.
Thus, the transmission range for a node is RT = (Q/QT )1/n ,
which comes from (RT )−n · Q = QT . Similarly, based on the
interference threshold QI (QI < QT ), the interference range
for a node is RI = (Q/QI )1/n . It is obvious that RI > RT
since QI < QT .
2) Link Capacity: According to Shannon-Hartley theorem,
if node i sends data to node j on link (i, j) with band m, the
capacity of link (i, j) with band m is
(
gij Q )
m
cm
=
W
log
1
+
,
(2)
2
ij
η
where η is the ambient Gaussian noise density. As we know,
to mathematically model the link capacity is imperative in the
sense that the aggregate flow rates on each radio link can never
exceed this link’s capacity, which is an important constraint
for routing. Different from modeling of link capacity in the
other wireless networks [19], [23] or in existing literature [12],
[25], we are also aware that cm
ij is not a fixed number but a
random variable since the available licensed bandwidth W m is
uncertain in CR networks. Besides, note that the denominator
inside the log function contains only η. This is because of one
of our interference constraints, i.e., when node i is transmitting
to node j on band m, then all the other neighbors of node j
within its interference range are prohibited from using this
band. We will address the interference constraints in details in
the following section.
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III. L INK S CHEDULING AND ROUTING C ONSTRAINTS FOR
O PPORTUNISTIC ACCESSING
A. Scheduling and Interference Constraints
Link scheduling can be conducted in time domain, in
frequency domain, or in both of them. In this paper, we only
focus on frequency based band assignment, i.e., how to assign
bands at a CR node for transmission and reception. A plausible
scheduling on frequency bands must consider the limitations
at the transmitter side and guarantee no interference at the
receiver side.
Assume∩band m is available at both node i and node j, i.e.,
m ∈ Mi Mj . We denote

 1 If node i transmits data to node j on
band m,
sm
=
(3)
ij

0 otherwise.
For a node i ∈ N and a band m ∈ Mi , denote Tim the set
of nodes that can also opportunistically access to band m and
are within the transmission range to node i, i.e.,
Tim = {j : dij ≤ RT , j ̸= i, m ∈ Mj }.

(4)

From the view of the transmitter, node i is not able to
transmit to multiple nodes on the same frequency band. Thus,
we have
∑
(5)
sm
iq ≤ 1.
q∈Tim

From the view of the receiver, a CR node cannot use the
same frequency band for transmission and reception6 , due to
“self-interference” at the physical layer. That is, if sm
ij = 1,
then for any q ∈ Tjm , sm
jq must be 0, i.e.,
∑
(6)
sm
sm
ij +
jq ≤ 1.
q∈Tjm

Note that in (6), we are referring to a specific
which
∑node j to
m
node i is transmitting. If sm
=
1,
then
s
m
ij
jq = 0,
q∈Tj
i.e., node j is not able to use the same frequency band
m
On the other hand, if sm
ij = 0, then
∑ for transmission.
m
s
≤
1,
i.e.,
node
j
may
use
band
m
for
transmission,
q∈Tjm jq
but can only use it for one receiving node q ∈ Tjm , which is
the same as in (5).
Beyond the constraints above at the receiver, there are
also interference constraints from the other nodes in the CR
network. To be specific, for a frequency band m, if node i uses
this band for transmitting data to a node j ∈ Tim , then any
other node that may produce interference on node j should not
use this band7 . To model this constraint, we let Pjm represent
the set of nodes that can produce interference at node j on
band m, i.e.,
Pjm = {p : dpj ≤ RI , p ̸= j, Tpm ̸= ∅}.

(7)

The physical interpretation of Tpm ̸= ∅ in the above formula
is that node p may use band m for a valid transmission to a
6 This limitation applies to both the transmitter and receiver. The reason
to categorize it into the constraints of the receiver is for the ease of writing
in the rest of paper. Also, as for this constraint, the roles of transmitter and
receiver are symmetric and interchangeable.
7 “Hidden terminal” problem is a special case under this constraint.

node in Tpm and then may cause interference to node j. Based
on the definition of Pjm , we have
∑
sm
sm
(p ∈ Pjm , p ̸= i).
(8)
ij +
pq ≤ 1
q∈Tpm

In (8), if sm
ij = 1, i.e., node i uses band m to transmit to node
j, then any node p that may ∑
interfere with node j should
not transmit on this band, i.e., q∈Tpm sm
pq = 0. Likewise, if
=
0,
(8)
reduces
into
(5),
i.e.,
node
p may transmit on
sm
ij
∑
band m to one node q ∈ Tpm , i.e., q∈Tpm sm
pq ≤ 1.
Now, we integrate the constraints in (6) and (8) into a
general constraint at the receiver side. We define
Ijm = {p : dpj ≤ RI , Tpm ̸= ∅},
which is equivalent to
{ m∪
Pj
{j}
m
Ij =
Pjm

If Tjm ̸= ∅,
otherwise.

(9)

(10)

In this way, both (6) and (8) can be described by the
following generalized constraint.
∑
m
(11)
sm
sm
ij +
pq ≤ 1 (p ∈ Ij , p ̸= i)
q∈Tpm

B. Routing Constraints
As for routing, a source CR node may employ a number of
relay nodes to forward the data packets toward its destination
CR node. Obviously, there should be more than one path
involved in data delivery since multi-path routing is more flexible to route the traffic from a source node to its destination.
Following the routing model in [12], [25], we mathematically
present the constraints at network layer as follows.
Let fij (l) denote the data rate on
∪ link (i, j) that is attributed
to session l, where i ∈ N , j ∈∪ m∈Mi Tim , and l ∈ L. To
simplify the notation, let Ti = m∈Mi Tim .
If node i is the source node of session l, i.e., i = s(l), then
∑
fij (l) = r(l).
(12)
j∈Ti

If node i is an intermediate relay node for session l, i.e.,
i ̸= s(l) and i ̸= d(l), then
∑

j̸=s(l)

∑

p̸=d(l)

fij (l) =

j∈Ti

fpi (l).

(13)

p∈Ti

If node i is the destination node of session l, i.e., i = d(l),
then
∑
fpi (l) = r(l).
(14)
p∈Ti

If (12) and (13) are satisfied, it can be easily verified
that (14) must be satisfied. As a result, it is sufficient to
list only (12) and (13) as routing constraints in the problem
formulation.
In addition to the above flow balance equations at each
node i for each session l, the aggregate flow rates on each
radio link cannot exceed this link’s capacity, which is defined
in (2). Taking interference constraints into consideration, the
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calculation of the link capacity cm
ij can be further simplified.
m
m
When sm
ij = 0, we have cij = 0. Thus, cij should be written
as
(
gij Q )
m
m
cm
=
s
·
W
log
1
+
.
(15)
2
ij
ij
η
Therefore, for the requirement that the aggregate data rates
on each link (i, j) cannot exceed the link’s capacity, we obtain
∑

∑

s(l)̸=j,d(l)̸=i

∑

=

m∈Mi

fij (l) ≤

l∈L

∩

m∈Mi

(

∩

m
sm
log2 1 +
ij · W
Mj

cm
ij
Mj

gij Q )
.
η

(16)

IV. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION AND A L OWER B OUND FOR
THE C ROSS - LAYER O PTIMIZATION
The essential objective of CR networks is to avoid the waste
of “white space” and to improve the spectrum utilization.
To put it in another word, for the given amount of radio
resource, we try to use it to support as many CR users’
sessions as possible; correspondingly, for the given number
of CR users’ sessions, we try to use as little radio resource
as possible to support them. In this paper, we measure the
radio resource in terms of the total bandwidth required by
the network planner/operator to support a set of CR sessions,
which is the simplified form of the so called space-bandwidth
product proposed in [13] with fixed transmission power.
As introduced in Sec. II, there is a set of source and
destination pairs (CR users’ sessions) in the network, each
with a certain rate requirement. Each node is entitled to
opportunistically access to a set of licensed spectrum bands
with uncertain supply for communications. We seek for a
feasible solution to assigning the available frequency bands to
each node, scheduling bands for transmission and reception,
and routing the flows so that the total radio bandwidth required
in the multi-hop CR network is minimized.
Intuitively, the optimization problem can be formulated as
follows [11], [12].
∑ ∑ ∑
Min
W m sm
(17)
ij
i∈N m∈Mi j∈Tim

∑

s.t.
sm
ij +

∑

sm
iq ≤ 1

(i ∈ N , m ∈ Mi )

q∈Tim

s(l)̸=j,d(l)̸=i

fij (l) −

l∈L

∑

m∈Mi

∑

∩

(
gij Q ) m
W m log2 1 +
sij ≤ 0
η
(i ∈ N , j ∈ Ti )

fij (l) = r(l)

j̸=s(l)

∑

p̸=d(l)

fij (l) −

j∈Ti
sm
ij =

fpi (l) = 0

= Pr(W c ≤ wc )
= Pr(W a + W b ≤ wc )
∫ ∞ ∫ wc −wa
=
hW a ,W b (wa , wb )dwb dwa .(19)

HW c (wc )

−∞ −∞

a

b

Given W and W are independent, we further calculate
∫ ∞ ∫ wc −wa
c
HW c (w ) =
hW a ,W b (wa , wb )dwb dwa
−∞ −∞
∫ ∞
(
)
=
hW a (wa )HW b wc − wa dwa . (20)
−∞

Moreover, the probability density of W is expressed as
(
)
∫ ∞
∂ HW b w c − w a
hW c (wc ) =
hW a (wa )
dwa
c
∂w
∫−∞
∞
hW a (wa )hW b (wc − wa )dwa . (21)
=
−∞

Thus, hW c (w ) is the convolution of hW a (wa ) and
hW b (wb ) [26]. It can be written as
⊗
c
a
b
hW m (wm ), (22)
(18) hW c (w ) = hW a (w ) ∗ hW b (w ) =

Mj

j∈Ti

∑

A. Problem Formulation
1) Bandwidth Integration: We take a simple example to
illustrate how to integrate the bandwidth of different bands.
We let W c = W a +W b , where W a and W b are independent8 ,
and bands a, b ∈ M. Furthermore, we assume the probability
density function (PDF) and cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of W a and W b are hW a (wa ), hW b (wb ), HW a (wa )
and HW b (wb ), respectively. Then, the CDF and PDF of W
are derived as follows.

m
m
sm
pq ≤ 1 (i ∈ N , m ∈ Mi , j ∈ Ti , p ∈ Ij , p ̸= i)

q∈Tpm

∑

where sm
ij and fij (l) are optimization variables, and gij , Q, η
and r(l) are all constants.
Note that due to the unpredictable returning of primary
services, W m is not modeled as a constant but modeled as
a random variable in CR networks as illustrated in Sec. II-C.
This feature makes the spectrum resource minimization problem in this paper far different from that with guaranteed
spectrum supply in existing works [12], [25]. Therefore, two
critical issues need to be addressed in the intuitive formulation
above.
First, bandwidth integration in (17) and (18) is the sum of
a series of random variables in CR networks rather than the
sum of a series of deterministic quantities in other kinds of
wireless networks.
Second, with different choices of sm
ij and fij (l), we
have
difficulty
in
comparing
results
of
the
optimization, i.e.,
∑
∑
∑
m m
i∈N
m∈Mi
j∈Tim W sij , because they are random
variables with different kinds of distribution.

c

⊗

m∈{a,b}

where
denotes the operator for the convolution of a
sequence.
From
the calculation of hW c (wc ), we find that
(l ∈ L, i = s(l))
the sum of two independent random variables is associative
and commutative. Using the same approach as in (19), (20)
(l ∈ L, i ∈ N , i ̸= s(l), d(l)) and (21), this property can easily be extended to the sum

p∈Ti

0 or 1, fij (l) ≥ 0 (l ∈ L, i ∈ N , i ̸= d(l), j ∈ Ti , j ̸= s(l)),

8 This assumption is held for any two bands in CR networks for the whole
paper.

m∈Mi

∩

Probability Density

of a finite number of random variables. For example, for
the bandwidth integration of link (i, j), the PDF of W =
∑
m m
∩
m∈Mi Mj W sij is
⊗
(
)
hW (w) =
hW m wm sm
(23)
ij .

Probability Density
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= 90%

= 90%

Mj

2) Bandwidth Required at α: Before we re-formulate the
problem, we must quantify the bandwidth required for OSA
when the vacancy of the licensed band is uncertain and
modeled as a random variable. Thus, we leverage parameter
α to define bandwidth required at α for OSA. Inspired by the
mathematical expression of value at risk (VaR) in [27], we
use Xα (w) to denote bandwidth required at α and define it as
follows.
∫ τ

 H (τ ) =
hW (w)dw,
τ ∈R
W
(24)
−∞

Xα (W ) = inf{τ : HW (τ ) ≥ α}, α ∈ [0, 1].
From (24), we find that the available bandwidth of the
licensed bandwidth integration for OSA is less than Xα (W )
at confidence level α as shown in Fig. 3(a).
3) Formal Formulation: Based on the description of bandwidth integration and definition of bandwidth required at α,
the optimization problem can be reformulated as follows.
(∑ ∑ ∑
)
Min Xα
W m sm
ij

0

x (W )
Available Bandwith

0

x0.9 (W ) 9

x0.9 (W ) ! 90

Available Bandwith

(a) The geometrical illustration of (b) The geometrical illustration of opXα (w).
timization objective.
Fig. 3.

Bandwidth required at α and optimization objective.

available bandwidth of licensed bandwidth integration is less
than X0.9 (W )=9 at confidence level of 90%; but if we choose
′
W , the available bandwidth of licensed bandwidth integration
′
is less than X0.9 (W )=90 at confidence level of 90%. At an
(α, β) level, the smaller Xα (W ) is, the less spectrum required
to maintain the set of CR sessions. The less spectrum required,
the less CR sessions are affected by the activities of primary
services.
Nevertheless, the above optimization problem itself is
a mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem, which is
proved to be NP-hard [21].

B. The Lower Bound for the Cross-layer Optimization
For an arbitrary pair of (α, β), the complexity of the problem
m
formulated
in Sec. IV-A arises from the binary sm
i∈N m∈Mi j∈Ti
ij variables.
To
reduce
the
complexity
and
pursue
a
lower
bound
for the
∑
cross-layer
optimization,
we
relax
the
binary
requirement
on
(25)
s.t.
≤
1
(i
∈
N
,
m
∈
M
)
sm
i
iq
m
sm
and
replace
it
with
0
≤
s
≤
1.
Due
to
the
enlarged
q∈Tim
ij
ij
∑
optimization space (caused by relaxation on sm
m
m
ij ), the solution
sm
+
s
≤
1
(i
∈
N
,
m
∈
M
,
j
∈
T
,
i
ij
pq
i
to
this
relaxed
optimization
problem
yields
a lower bound
q∈Tpm
for
the
minimization
of
bandwidth
required
at
α problem in
p ∈ Ijm , p ̸= i)
(26) Sec. IV-A. Although the lower bound may not be achieved
j,d(l)̸=i
by a feasible solution, it offers a benchmark to measure the
(
( s(l)̸=∑
∑
gij Q ) m )
W m log2 1 +
Pr
fij (l) ≤
sij ≥ β
quality of feasible solutions.
η
∩
l∈L

m∈Mi

Mj

(i ∈ N , j ∈ Ti )

V. A FAST F IXING A LGORITHM FOR S UB - OPTIMAL
S OLUTIONS U SING DFT-IDFT
fij (l) = r(l)
(l ∈ L, i = s(l))
Whereas we have the lower bound as the benchmark, we
j∈Ti
still seek for an effective and efficient solution to the proposed
j̸=s(l)
p̸=d(l)
∑
∑
m
fij (l) −
fpi (l) = 0 (l ∈ L, i ∈ N , i ̸= s(l), d(l)) problem since the sij variables are binary values rather than
real numbers within 0 and 1. Given the values of the (α, β)
j∈Ti
p∈Ti
m
sij = 0 or 1, fij (l) ≥ 0 (l ∈ L, i ∈ N , i ̸= d(l), j ∈ Ti , j ̸= s(l)). pair, in this section, we first investigate how to reduce the
complexity of computing the PDF convolution involved in the
Compared with the intuitive formulation, the reformulated bandwidth integration. Then, with the knowledge of bandwidth
problem mathematically solves the sum of random variables by integration computation, we present a coarse-grained fixing
using bandwidth integration and incorporates the other param- procedure to produce a feasible solution to the cross-layer
eter β to represent the network planner/operator’s requirements optimization problem [11], [12].
about quality of CR communications as presented in (27).
In addition, the objective of the optimization is clarified, A. Fast Computation of the Bandwidth Integration
i.e., to minimize bandwidth required at α to support the
Following the typical way to efficiently calculate the linear
CR sessions with rate requirements, when joint link schedul- convolution in [28], we implement the PDF convolution of
′
ing and routing constraints are satisfied. Take W and W
bandwidth integration in Sec. IV-A in four steps.
in Fig. 3(b) for example, assume they are both integrated
Briefly speaking, we firstly convert the continuous PDF of
bandwidths which satisfy all the constraints listed above. W m into a discrete sequence by periodic sampling. Then, we
′
We can choose either W or W for OSA. We compare zero-pad all the sequences, and compute the DFT of each
′
X0.9 (W ) and X0.9 (W ) as shown in Fig. 3(b), and decide sequence using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm
to use W for OSA. The reason is that if we choose W , the (e.g., Cooley-Tukey algorithm). After that, we point-by-point
∑

(27)
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multiply the DFTs of all the sequences, where the product
represents the DFT of the PDF convolution of W m . Finally,
we compute the IDFT of the product, and convert the discrete
result into continuous one to reconstruct the PDF convolution
of the bandwidth integration.
B. The Coarse-grained Fixing Procedure
Now, the left problem is how to determine the sm
ij variables
and fix flow routing in the problem formulation in Sec. IV-A.
The key to simplifying the NP-hard optimization, fixing fij (l)variables, and attaining an effective solution is the determination of the binary values for the sm
ij variables [11], [12].
To determine the values of all the sm
ij -variables, we iteratively solve a sequence of relaxed optimization problems.
Considering interference constraints, in each iteration, we can
fix at least one binary value for some sm
ij . Specifically, for the
m
first iteration, we relax all binary variables sm
ij to 0 ≤ sij ≤ 1
as in Sec. IV-B to obtain a new optimization problem. We
integrate the bandwidth with the PDF convolution and solve
this new problem, so that we have a solution with each sm
ij
being a value between 0 and 1. Then, we select the sm
ij with the
largest value among all the sm
ij -values, and set this particular
sm
to
be
1.
In
parallel
with
this
fixing, by (25), we should set
ij
m
sm
=
0
for
(q
∈
T
,
q
=
̸
j).
Meanwhile,
by (26), we should
iq
i
m
m
set sm
to
0
for
(p
∈
I
,
p
=
̸
i,
q
∈
T
).
In particular, if the
pq
p
j
result includes more than one sm
-variables
with the value of 1,
ij
we can set those sm
-variables
to
1
and
perform
an additional
ij
fixing for the largest fractional variable in the current iteration
as illustrated above.
Having fixed some sm
ij -variables in the first iteration, we
remove all the terms associated with those already fixed sm
ij variables, eliminate the related constraints in (25) and (26),
and update the problem to a new one for the second iteration.
In the second iteration, we solve the new optimization and
then determine the values of some other unfixed sm
ij -variables
based on the same process9 . The iteration continues until we
fix all sm
ij -variables to be either 0 and 1. The overall grained
fixing procedure is summarized in Alg. 1.
Considering the number of bands with different frequencies
and the spatial reuse in multi-hop CR networks, we may
further reduce the complexity of the algorithm and speed up
the procedure by fixing more sm
ij -variables in a coarse-grained
manner during each iteration. Firstly, the transmission in one
band has no interference impact on the transmission in any
other bands with different frequencies. Thus, for a link (i, j),
we may fix multiple bands within a single iteration in the
coarse-grained fixing algorithm. Then, from the view of spatial
reuse, a band can be used by the links far apart from one
another (i.e., beyond the interference range of the nodes in
communications with a link). Thus, for a band m, we may fix
multiple links that have no mutual interference within a single
iteration in the coarse-grained fixing algorithm.
To be specific, we employ a threshold θ > 0.5 in the coarsegrained fixing process and fix all the sm
ij -variables exceeding
θ to 1 in a single iteration. To make sure that the constraints
9 Provided that some sm -variables are fixed in the first iteration, the
ij
computation complexity in the second iteration is lower than that in the
first iteration because we only need to deal with the remaining un-fixed sm
ij variables

in (25) and (26) are held in the relaxed problem, we find that
at most one variable sm
ij is allowed to be larger than θ in
the local area in CR networks. Therefore, θ > 0.5 is suitable
for determining the binary values of sm
ij -values. In the case
that none of the sm
ij -variables exceed θ, we will resort to the
procedure listed in Alg. 1 for the current iteration and set the
largest valued sm
ij -variable to 1.
Different from the lower bound obtained in Sec. IV-B,
the proposed fast algorithm yields an upper bound to the
problem formulated in Sec. IV-A. The quality of our suboptimal approach can be assessed by comparing its solution
to the lower bound at various (α, β) levels.
Algorithm 1 The Grained Fixing Procedure
1: Initialize the procedure by relaxing all binary sm
ij -variables
with 0 ≤ sm
≤
1.
ij
2: Calculate the PDF convolution of bandwidth integration
by DFT and IDFT.
3: With a pair of (α, β) determined by the network planner/operator, solve the relaxed optimization problem.
4: Search for the sm
ij with the largest value among all the
sm
-variables
not
fixed yet.
ij
m
5: Set the found sm
ij = 1; besides, set siq = 0 for (q ∈
m
m
m
Ti , q ̸= j) and spq to 0 for (p ∈ Ij , p ̸= i, q ∈ Tpm ).
6: if all the sm
ij -variables are fixed then
7:
Step to Line 12.
8: else
9:
Reformulate a updated relaxed optimization problem
with the latest fixed sm
ij -variables.
10:
Step to Line 2.
11: end if
12: With all fixed sm
ij -variables, solve the optimization problem and settle all flow routing, i.e., the fij (l)-variables.

VI. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
A. Simulation Setup
We conduct simulations with a CR network consisting of
|N | = 25 CR nodes in a 50 ∗ 50 m2 area. Among these nodes,
there are |L| = 6 active CR sessions, each session with a
random rate requirement within [10, 100] Mb/s. We assume
that the transmission range of each node is 20 m, that the
interference range is 30 m, and that the path loss index n is 4.
For the simplicity of computation [11], [12], we assume the
threshold QT is equal to the ambient Gaussian noise density,
20 n
i.e., η. Thus, we have QI = ( 30
) QT and the transmission
power spectral density Q = (20)n QT = 1.6 · 105 according to
the analysis in Sec. II-C.
As for the uncertain spectrum supply, we assume that there
are |M| = 20 licensed bands that can be opportunistically used
by CR nodes in the whole network. The vacant bandwidths of
these bands are represented by a series of random variables.
Based on data collected and the statistical analysis on spectrum
utilization in [4], those random variables are exponentially
m m
distributed10 , i.e., hW m (wm , λm ) = λm e−λ w , where λm ∈
10 The results and analysis can easily be extended to other distributions
(e.g., normal distribution, uniform distribution, etc.), even for the case that
W m from different spectrum bands satisfies different distributions.
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Fig. 4. Ratio of the upper bound to the lower bound at various (α, β) levels.

(0, 3]. As we know, available bands for each CR node are a
subset of these 20 bands based on its location, and the available
bands for any two CR nodes in the network may not be the
same. Therefore, we randomly select a subset of bands from
the spectrum pool of 20 bands for each node in the simulations.
Due to different γ m -values and random selection process, the
size of available bandwidth in each band may be unequal,
which truthfully mirrors the practical scenario.
It is not surprising that there may exist no feasible solution
for some specific data set, because of dis-connectivity, inherent
resource bottleneck in a hot spot, etc. In this paper, we only
focus on the data sets with feasible solutions and analyze the
corresponding results as shown in the next subsection.
B. Results and Analysis
In Fig. 4, we evaluate the proposed coarse-grained fixing
algorithm. We set θ = 0.75 (i.e., the threshold for the coarsegrained fixing), and compare the upper bound determined
by the coarse-grained fixing algorithm with the lower bound
developed in Sec. IV-B at different (α, β) levels. The range
of (α, β) values is from (50%, 50%) to (90%, 90%), and
simulations for the comparison of bounds are conducted for
every 10% increase in either α or β value. For each pair
of (α, β), we employ 50 data sets that can produce feasible
solutions and take the average value as a result. For each data
set, we re-generate the network topology, source/destination
pair and bit rate of each session, and available frequency bands
for each CR node, which follows the guideline of simulation
setup. As shown in Fig. 4 (the ratio is denoted by balls in
shade; the benchmark of value 1 is denoted by the contour area
intercepted and by the hollow squares at the sampled (α, β)
pairs), the ratio of the upper bound to the lower bound via
integer relaxation is equal to or slightly above to 1 in almost
all the area. The average ratio of the upper bound to the lower
bound for all the sampled data sets is 1.0506, and the standard
deviation is 0.0867. It indicates that since the ratio of the upper
bound to the lower bound is close to 1 at any (α, β) level, and
the optimal bandwidth required at α is between those bounds,
the solution found by the coarse-grained fixing algorithm must
be close to the optimum.

Fig. 5.
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Figure 5 shows the comparison between the proposed (α, β)
based approach and the expected bandwidth based approach in
which the expected value of bandwidth is used to characterize
both the objective of the optimization and corresponding
constraints [22]. For illustrative purposes, we compare the
solution of the expected bandwidth based approach with the
solutions obtained by the coarse-grained fixing algorithm at
(α, β) = (80%, 80%), (α, β) = (90%, 90%) and β = 80% with
the expected value of required bandwidth as the objective,
respectively. We take the blocking ratio of CR sessions as
the evaluation metric and present simulation results for 50
data sets. From the results shown in Fig. 5, three observations
can be made in order. First, the performance of the expected
bandwidth based approach is worst of all because it ignores
both the uncertainty of spectrum supply and the quality of
CR communications when it selects the subset of licensed
bands satisfying link scheduling and routing constraints for
OSA. The expected bandwidth with β = 80% approach is
worse than the (α, β) based one because it also neglects the
uncertain spectrum supply, i.e., the availability of required
spectrum, as illustrated in Sec. IV-A3. By contrast, taking both
factors into consideration, the (α, β) based approach performs
the best. Second, for the (α, β) based approach, the blocking
ratio decreases as the (α, β) level increases. Third, since the
blocking ratio of CR sessions is closely associated with the
spectrum utilization ratio in CR networks, i.e., low blocking
ratio is equivalent to high spectrum utilization ratio for a
given set of CR sessions. We can claim that the (α, β) based
approach is better than the expected bandwidth based one in
terms of spectrum utilization as well.
With a specific set of CR sessions (i.e., the network
topology, the source/destination pair and the rate requirement
of each session are fixed), Table I presents a general trend
of change in terms of the bandwidth required at α in CR
networks at different (α, β) levels. It is obvious that as αvalue increases, both the lower bound and the upper bound
of the bandwidth required at α increase. Similarly, as β-value
increases, both the bounds of the bandwidth required at α
increase as well. The reason is from two aspects: i) From
the optimization objective’s point of view, the larger α, the
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TABLE I
AND UPPER BOUNDS OF THE BANDWIDTH REQUIRED AT α FOR A
GIVEN SET OF CR SESSIONS AT DIFFERENT (α, β) LEVELS .

L OWER

Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

α (%)
70
75
80
85
90
70
75
80
85
90
70
75
80
85
90

β (%)
80
80
80
80
80
85
85
85
85
85
90
90
90
90
90

Lower-Bs
481.88
517.29
566.39
628.71
669.76
490.28
562.89
589.02
662.54
714.15
503.32
602.34
613.90
681.88
735.07

Upper-Bs
496.09
517.29
594.37
631.15
690.05
493.25
573.30
595.13
664.74
725.87
506.09
606.50
631.76
696.09
741.68

higher confidence level the network operator requests for the
availability of required spectrum. The higher confidence level,
the more bandwidth required at α is needed. ii) From the
constraint’s point of view, the larger β, the better quality of
communications in CR networks. The better quality of CR
communications, the more bandwidth required at α is needed,
provided that the set of CR sessions is identified.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a theoretical study on the
joint routing and link scheduling problem in multi-hop CR
networks under uncertain spectrum supply. Enlightened by the
statistics of spectrum utilization, we first model the vacancy
of a licensed band with a random variable satisfying certain
statistical distribution. Then, we elaborate on scheduling and
interference constraints as well as routing constraints w.r.t.
the unpredictable activities of primary services. After that,
we characterize the network with a pair of (α, β) parameters,
and present a mathematical formulation with the goal of
minimizing the required network-wide spectrum resource at
a (α, β) level for a set of CR sessions with rate requirements.
Since the formulated optimization problem is NP-hard, we
derive a lower bound for the objective by relaxing the integer
variables. Furthermore, we propose a coarse-grained fixing
algorithm for a feasible solution. Through simulations, we
show that the solution attained by the proposed algorithm
is near-optimal to the formulated NP-hard problem at any
(α, β) level; meanwhile, the (α, β) based solution is better
than expected bandwidth based one in terms of blocking ratio
and spectrum utilization.
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